Methods of statistical causal discovery that use conditional independence (CI) tests are attractive due to their time efficiency and applications to latent variable systems. However, they often suffer from worse inference results induced by statistical errors in CI tests than other approaches. We considered part of these errors to be due to statistically weak violations of a usually used assumption, called the causal faithfulness condition. We propose a causal discovery algorithm that can reduce the numbers of unnecessarily performed CI tests in this study and so provide accurate and fast inference without loss of theoretical correctness. We also introduce unreliable directions, which can reduce orientation errors caused by the locality of CI tests in the algorithm. Further, simulations are provided to demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm for discrete probability systems and continuous linear structural equation models.
Introduction
Statistical causal discovery from observational data without time-ordering information started with the research by Rebane and Pearl in the domain of artificial intelligence [Rebane 87, Pearl 00]. This attempt is obviously important in many fields such as epidemiology, bioinformatics, and econometrics besides artificial intelligence and statistics because the crucial purpose of almost all empirical sciences is to obtain laws on cause-effect relationships and it is difficult to do experiments while controlling all variables in these sciences due to their complexity. As directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) have effectively represented statistical causal relationships between interested variables, we used DAGs for this purpose in this study.
Algorithms for causal discovery are generally categorized into three approaches except for the Linear, NonGaussian, Acyclic causal Models (LiNGAM) approach to continuous linear non-Gaussian cases [Shimizu 06 ]. The first is called a constraint-based approach (e.g., [Verma 90 ]), which finds conditional independence (CI) relationships and uses them as constraints in identifying orientations. The second is called score-and-search, which finds the best scores such as penalized likelihoods and Bayesian scores (e.g., [ Cooper 92]). The third is their hybrid (e.g., [ Tsamardinos 06]). The constraint-based (CB) approach is promising because the CB algorithms are generally relatively fast and can easily be applied to both discrete and continuous variable systems (e.g., [ Xie 08]) and latent variable models [Spirtes 95 ].
The CB approach usually identifies adjacency edges between two variables if and only if they are not conditionally independent given any subsets. Despite some algorithms that have been proposed, CB algorithms have been regarded as providing no better inference results than other approaches. The main cause is attributed to the occurrence of many errors in CI tests that also continuously generate other erroneous selections of conditioning sets and orientations subsequently in the algorithms. The large size of conditioning sets is a factor that leads to such errors in CI tests because sample sizes are likely to be insufficient in the tests. Recursive Autonomy Identification (RAI) algorithm [Yehezkel 09 ] was intended to reduce errors by decomposing graphs into sub-structures.
However, other statistical problems remain in the CB approach. The causal faithfulness condition [Spirtes 00 ] represents a perfect correspondence between conditional independence and causal graphical structures, which is usually assumed. We focused on the fact that the assumption is often statistically violated. Ramsey et al. decomposed faithfulness into adjacency and orientation faithfulness [Ramsey 06 ]. They only assumed the former condition and improved the PC algorithm. Nevertheless, even the former assumption was also statistically violated al-though the validity of faithfulness was proven from the viewpoint of probabilistic theory by Spirtes et al. [ Spirtes 00] and Meek [Meek 95b ]. This is because small dependencies cannot often be detected with CI tests using finite sample sizes. The edges are usually removed in the CB approach only when the hypotheses of conditional independence are not rejected. As a result, errors from missing edges often arise.
We consider that unnecessary CI tests should be detected and undone to reduce such errors. We propose a novel CB algorithm on the basis of this concept, while retaining theoretical correctness. We additionally introduce a new concept, which we call unreliable directions to reduce orientation errors caused by the locality of CI tests. A comparative study was also done in discrete probability systems with often referred to, representative, and available algorithms including state-of-the-art ones using standard data sets. We also demonstrated the effectiveness of our algorithm even in continuous variable systems using linear Gaussian structural equation models, which are often used in the social sciences, in addition to Bayesian network models. This paper is organized as follows: the next section provides some preliminaries for probabilistic causal models and causal discovery algorithms. The new algorithm is described in detail in Section 3. Our demonstrations of it in practice are presented in Section 4. We discuss related work in Section 5 and summarize our research in Section 6.
Causal Networks and Causal Discovery Algorithms
This section describes some graph theoretical concepts as preliminaries and their association with statistical concepts in causal networks and a basic framework for causal discovery algorithms based on them. Also see the appendices for more basic graph-theoretical notions and supplementary descriptions.
· 1 Some Notions on Directed Graphs
Let G be a graph that has vertices and edges. Let V be a set of random variables, each corresponding to a vertex. Let E be a set of edges that are directed or undirected. A pair of V and E is denoted by V, E . When graph G = V, E has no cycled path along directed edges, G is called a directed acyclic graph (DAG). When graph G has partially undirected edges, G is called a partially DAG (PDAG). If two edges direct into Z in a relationship between three vertices, X, Y, and Z such as X → Z ← Y, Z is called a collider. Otherwise, Z is called a non-collider. In addition, if X and Y are not adjacent in structure X → Z ← Y, Z is called an unshielded collider and the structure for the three is called a V-structure. If X and Y are adjacent, Z is called a shielded collider.
· Conditional Independencies and D-separations
Let P be a positive definite probability distribution of variables V. If random variables X and Y are conditionally independent given a set of random variables Z in P, they are represented as X ⊥ ⊥ Y | Z. If not, they are represented as X ⊥ ⊥ Y | Z. If Z = ∅, they are represented as X ⊥ ⊥ Y or, explicitly X ⊥ ⊥ Y | ∅. Let us assume that a directed edge from vertex X to its child Y represents a direct effect from the variable interchangeably denoted by vertex X to child-variable Y in a pair of DAGs G and distribution P. The causal Markov condition (CMC) states that each variable is probabilistically independent of nondescendants conditionally given its parent sets of variables [Spirtes 00 ]. We assume that DAGs in this research satisfy CMC, and such DAGs are called causal graphs or causal networks. Moreover, we assume the causal faithfulness condition (CFC). CFC states that conditional independence in a DAG is necessarily involved with CMC [Spirtes 00]. In other words, conditional independencies are determined by causal structures and not by the numerical details of parameters such as their annihilations. We additionally assumed that CMC and CFC were satisfied in this work for true probability distributions without latent variables and selection biases, which is called causal sufficiency [Spirtes 00] .
Conditional independencies in a causal network are associated with a graphical concept called d-separation [Pearl 88 ]:
[Definition 1] In a DAG that consists of a set of vertices V, in all paths between two vertices X and Y, if a set of vertices Z ∈ V\{X, Y} satisfies either following condition, Z d-separates X and Y. (i) Non-colliders included in Z are on a path between X and Y, or (ii) a path between X and Y includes colliders and those and their descendants are not included in Z.
A relationship between d-separation and conditional independence is assured by the following theorem [Verma 88 ]. We will thus use vertices and variables interchangeably after this.
[Theorem 1] In a causal DAG that satisfies the causal Markov condition, if two vertices X and Y are d-separated from a set of vertices Z, X ⊥ ⊥ Y | Z is satisfied in the corresponding random variables. See Appendix B for the relationships between (conditional) independencies and causality in causal DAGs. We assume that causal models can be represented on Bayesian networks for discrete random variables and on linear structural equation models for continuous Gaussian variables. See Appendix C for more details on these models. Both representations are based on CMC.
· 3 Causal Discovery with Constraint-based Approach
The constraint-based (CB) approach for causal discovery generally consists of two parts: adjacency and orientation identification stages. The algorithms for the approach are based on the following two propositions, which are due to the theorem of d-separations and the assumption of CFC (e.g., see Conditional independence (CI) tests are generally performed to search for separator sets. The null hypothesis corresponds to conditional independence, and the opposite hypothesis to conditional dependence. We intend to do as many orientations as possible for the next step of causal discovery on the basis of the constraints of DAGs and use of information on separator sets Sepset. We call this the orientation stage. Two procedures are usually used in this stage: (v) The CB algorithms identify all the V-structures on the basis of Proposition 2 by using information on separator sets Sepset. 
Proposed Algorithm

· 1 Combining Stages and Minimal Blocker Conditions
If and only if the null hypothesis of conditional independence is not rejected in the standard CB approach, the related edge is removed from the graph. The null hypotheses are often not rejected for two variables due to the finiteness of sample size even though small dependencies truly exist between them. Errors of missing edges often arise as a result. These errors can partially be attributed to weak statistical violations of CFC [Ramsey 06 ], which are generated by the numerical cancellations of parameters. Consequently, accuracy in causal discovery can be expected to improve if unnecessary CI tests are detected and avoided. We propose a novel CB algorithm based on this assumption, in which we combine the two stages of adjacency identification and partial orientation with some conditions. We call it the Combining Stage (CS) algorithm. The following designations have been introduced for convenience. |S| denotes the number of variables of set S. When |S| = m in CI tests with conditioning set S, we call the test an m-th order CI test.
First, we define blockers and minimal blockers as follows.
[Definition 2] In a DAG that has a set of vertices V, path u between two vertices X, Y ∈ V is blocked by set Z ⊆ V\{X, Y} or ∅ if (i) or (ii) of Definition 1 is satisfied. When path u is blocked by Z, each element of Z is a blocker. A minimal size set of blockers in a set of blockers for a path is called a minimal blocker.
[Example 1] In a DAG that consists of four vertices X, Y, Z, and S for path X → Z ← S ← Y, two sets ∅ and {S } are both blockers for X and Y and ∅ is a minimal blocker.
Property 1 A collider on path u between X and Y in a DAG is not a blocker on u for X and Y.
Proof The proof immediately follows from Definition 2. We can provide more details for minimal blockers:
Property 2 If path u between X and Y in a DAG has colliders, any vertex Z on u is not the minimal blocker on u for X or Y.
Proof If Z is a collider on u, Z is not a blocker according to Property 1. Then, if Z is not a collider on u and is on u that has another collider, Z is not the minimal blocker on u because the minimal blocker is the empty set ∅ according to Definition 2.
The CS algorithm assumes CFC and searches for the separator sets in ascending order of sizes of the sets just as PC does. This strategy enables CS to find the minimal blockers. We here define the Minimal Blocker Condition as follows.
[Definition 3] Conditioning set S in a DAG, such that |S| > 0 for two vertices X and Y, satisfies the Minimal Blocker Condition (MBC) if there is a path between X and Y that contains a vertex in S and no colliders. The following theorem ensures, on the basis of MBC, the correctness of the CS algorithm.
[Theorem 2] Suppose that the process of searching for a DAG starts with a complete graph by using an algorithm that searches conditioning sets S for all pairs of vertices X and Y such that (X ⊥ ⊥ Y | S) in ascending order of |S| from zero, and directed or undirected edges between X and Y are removed if such sets are found. Then, if S does not satisfy the Minimal Blocker Condition, S can be removed from candidate sets of the separator sets while keeping the correctness of the algorithm given CFC.
Proof When CI tests are performed in the process of searching for a DAG for two vertices X, Y ∈ V given sets S ∈ V\{X, Y}, if all paths containing vertex Z ∈ S include V-structures and all or some of them truly exist in a graph, the common minimal blocker is empty set ∅ due to Property 2. Consequently,
is also true and should be found in lower order CI tests that were performed before that. Then, the CI tests given sets S for X and Y can be omitted. When no paths truly exist, Z cannot be a blocker due to Definition 2, so we can omit the CI tests with conditioning set S. We can propose an algorithm that combines adjacency and partial orientation stages with MBC, which is roughly outlined as follows. The algorithm starts from zero-th order CI tests for the complete graph. Then, V-structures are immediately identified in the results due to Proposition 2. Next, it performs first order CI tests and avoids part of them by using the information on the V-structures and Theorem 2. Some parts of the set of V-structures may be removed because the results of the CI tests may remove edges that consist of V-structures. As a result of the first order CI tests, newly identified V-structures are added to the set. These procedures are repeated until the search for separator sets finishes. This combining algorithm is expected to reduce errors by avoiding unnecessary CI tests.
It is noteworthy that separator sets are not the sum of minimal blockers, as explained in the following example.
[Example 2] Let a true DAG be the one in Figure 1 , where the minimal blocker is ∅ for path X → S ← Z → Y between X and Y. The other blocker is {Z}. In path X → S → Y, the minimal and sole blocker is {S }. However, the separator set between X and Y is {Z, S } and not the union of the minimal blockers. The CS algorithm does not omit the CI tests for X and Y given conditioning sets {Z, S } because the set satisfies MBC.
The time complexity of constraint-based algorithms is typically measured by the number of CI tests. The complexity of the CS algorithm is, in the worst case, bounded by n
when no V-structures are found, where n denotes the number of vertices and k denotes the maximal degree of connectivity for any vertex. In addition, the CS algorithm tries to find V-structures with path-search algorithms, whose complexity is bounded by b m , where b denotes a branching factor determined by edge cardinality during the search, and m denotes the depth of the path search between two vertices on CI tests, depending on path length and cardinality. The algorithm is thus not expected to be applied to large causal networks. However, we observed that several dozen variables were tractable sufficiently quickly with the CS algorithm (see Chapter 4 for practical simulations).
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· 2 Example of Application of CS Algorithm
We can outline the CS algorithm with MBC using the following example.
[Example 3] Let us consider a causal graph with six random variables X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 , X 5 , and X 6 . Let a true graph be that depicted in Figure 2 (a) . The CS algorithm starts from a complete graph with the six vertices in (b) and searches for separator sets in ascending order. (X 1 ⊥ ⊥ X 3 ), (X 2 ⊥ ⊥ X 3 ), (X 3 ⊥ ⊥ X 4 ), and (X 3 ⊥ ⊥ X 5 ) are found in 0-th order CI tests, i.e., CI tests with no conditioning sets, and then corresponding vertex pairs such as X 1 − X 3 are removed from the complete graph. The results are shown in (c). The CS characteristically performs partial orientations in the next step, i.e., it forms V-structures. The following V-structures are obtained from independence relations and Proposition 2: X 1 → X 6 ← X 3 , X 2 → X 6 ← X 3 , X 3 → X 6 ← X 4 , and X 3 → X 6 ← X 5 , which are depicted in (d). The CS then goes to first order CI tests. The algorithm selects conditioning sets, for two objective variables X and Y, from variables that are currently adjacent to X or Y and are on the path between X and Y. Then, the following CI tests are omitted because they do not satisfy MBC: whether (
, and (X 4 ⊥ ⊥ X 5 | X 6 ). As a result of the first order tests, (X 1 ⊥ ⊥ X 4 | X 2 ) and (X 1 ⊥ ⊥ X 5 | X 2 ) are found, so the graph is that in (e). No new V-structures after the tests are obtained in the example. In the second order CI tests, some CI tests are also omitted by MBC such as those to determine whether (X 1 ⊥ ⊥ X 2 | {X 4 , X 6 }), (X 1 ⊥ ⊥ X 2 | {X 5 , X 6 }), and (X 2 ⊥ ⊥ X 5 | {X 1 , X 4 }). (X 2 ⊥ ⊥ X 6 | {X 1 , X 4 }), and (X 5 ⊥ ⊥ X 6 | {X 2 , X 4 }) are found in the tests and then the graph in (f) is obtained after the tests. No edges are newly directed by the orientation rules in the example, so the final graph is that depicted in (f). If we do not apply MBC, the probabilities of errors increase. For instance, if we erroneously perform a CI test to determine whether X 1 ⊥ ⊥ X 2 | X 6 or not, edge X 1 − X 2 can be incorrectly removed. Additionally, if this occurs, the directions of the two edges in structure X 1 − X 6 − X 2 cannot easily be identified. Moreover, if direction errors arise, more direction errors can be induced via the orientation rules. The CS algorithm reduces the probability of errors and performs robust causal discovery using MBC.
· k-Minimal Blocker Condition
The minimal blocker condition (MBC) can have a parameter, and MBC with the determined parameter is called the k-Minimal Blocker Condition (k-MBC). The algorithm, in k-th order CI tests, uses V-structures recognized by up to (k − 1)-th order CI tests. The V-structures rec-
(e) (f) ognized by higher order statistics in the practical use of the algorithm are less reliable, and MBCs with such Vstructures are also less reliable. We can then determine a maximal order k of V-structures used in MBCs in advance. If we set such value k, we put off constructing new V-structures recognized by higher order CI tests than k until the end of the adjacency identification stage. This parameter is expected to make CS more robust for practical use. Ramsey et al. decomposed CFC to adjacency faithfulness and orientation faithfulness and only assumed the former [Ramsey 06 ] (also see Chapter 5). It can be said that k-MBC assumes lower order orientation faithfulness and may render CS robust to some extent against weak violations of higher order adjacency faithfulness. We do not discuss how maximal order k is determined in this paper.
· 4 Dependency Measures and Bi-directional Resolutions
The following two subsections describe procedures to make the algorithm more robust against statistical errors in CI tests, which we consider necessary in almost all CB approaches. A p-value can be obtained from the CI tests performed on the CS algorithm, and the null hypothesis
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is rejected if the p-value is less than a significance level. We regard the variable sets in the CI tests as conditionally independent if they cannot be rejected in the same way previous researchers have done. The p-value is used as follows in the CS algorithm as a metric of the degree of dependence between nodes. The smaller the p-value, the higher the (conditional) dependence between related nodes. This use of p-values resolves the problem as follows.
As inconsistent structures often emerge in the CB approach due to the locality of CI tests and statistical errors, we need to take countermeasures against them. That means Y ↔ Z, i.e., it is bi-directionally inconsistent. We resolve the inconsistency in the CS algorithm using pvalues: we select the set with the highest p-values from the inconsistency sets of V-structures, remove the others from V-structure sets, and disorient edges in the loser groups. This procedure is outlined in Figure 3 and described in Algorithm 1, where we have denoted Vstr as the V-structure sets.
· 5 Unreliable Directions
The CB approach also has another weakness that is due to the locality of CI tests and statistical errors, which is the same as the case in the previous subsection. That is, this approach may produce another contradictory CI test result. As this may lead to other incorrect orientations caused by the orientation rules, induced errors should be avoided. To discuss this further, we need to define unreliable directions as follows. If two V-structures (X → Z ← W and Y → Z ← W) are obtained in a DAG G, and a V-structure (X → Z ← Y), which is induced from the former patterns, cannot be allowed, both statistically from CI tests, the two directions (X → Z and Y → Z) are called unreliable directions. The CS algorithm resolves the inconsistency by disorienting these unreliable edges if found. The disorientation also reduces induced errors of direction in the successive full orientation stage. There is an example of these in The pseudocode for the whole version of the CS algorithm is listed in Algorithm 2, where ADJ X denotes the set of adjacent nodes of node X. We can use k-MBCs to reduce additive errors caused by statistical power shortages in practical use.
Numerical Evaluation
We carried out numerical simulations to evaluate the performance of the CS algorithm in practice, which was implemented in C++ language. We also compared the CS algorithm with other often referred to algorithms in terms of the accuracy of DAG-structure recovery in both discrete and continuous random variable systems, using known DAGs that have usually been used in recent previous research.
· 1 Experiments in Discrete Variables
There are three main approaches to inferring a DAG structure for discrete probability systems, which is represented by Bayesian networks (BNs: see Appendix C): CB, score-and-search (SS), and their hybrids. We used the following algorithms, which are publicly available and have often been used in recent research on each approach for each X ∈ V do 5:
for each Y ∈ ADJ X do 6:
for each subset S ⊆ {ADJ X \Y} such that |S| = n do 7:
set m = 0 8:
if a path between X and Y containing Z does not contain a V-structure then 10:
set m = set n = n + 1 28: until |ADJ X | ≤ n for all X ∈ V 29: Resolve Inconsistency (Vstr) 30: find all unreliable directions and disorient those edges 31: orient edges using the orientation rules 32: return a partially DAG G garded as an especially state-of-the-art algorithm in recent research [Xie 08, Yehezkel 09]. We were aided by the Causal Explorer algorithm library [Aliferis 03 ] working on the MatLab 7.8 platform to run all algorithms other than CS. The significance level of CI tests using the G 2 likelihood in PC and MMHC was 0.05. The threshold of CI tests using mutual information used in TPDA was 0.01. The score metric used in SC and MMHC was the Bayesian Dirichlet equivalence uniform (BDeu) [Heckerman 95] and its equivalent sample size was 10. The maximum sizes of candidates for SC, parent-child sets for MMHC, and conditioning sets for PC and CS corresponded to 10, 10, and 5. All these settings for the metric and parameters were suggested by their authors.
We also used G 2 tests on CS to identify conditional independence with a significance level of 0.01, which was determined from preliminary trials. The results from its approximation accuracy were wholly fixed on the accuracy of causal discovery in CS. We used CS with 0-MBCs specifically with MBCs using V-structures derived from only marginal independence relationships (i.e., (X ⊥ ⊥ Y | ∅)), due to the reason mentioned in Section 3 · 3. Additionally, the CS algorithm selected nodes in ascending order of numbers of currently adjacent nodes in line 4 of Algorithm 2 and used a heuristic of PC [Spirtes 00] for speeding up. * 1
We used the following five Bayesian networks (BNs), which neither had very many variables nor very many parameters because we wanted to evaluate algorithms by excluding influences caused by the difference in statistics that were used: Alarm with 37 nodes, 46 edges, and 509 parameters in conditional probability tables (nps, for short), Carpo with 60 nodes, 74 edges, and 342 nps, Hailfinder with 56 nodes, 66 edges, and 2656 nps, Insurance with 27 nodes, 52 edges, and 1008 nps, and Water with 32 nodes, 66 edges, and 10083 nps. Extra information can be obtained through the Bayesian Network Repository, * 2 where the structures and probability distributions of these networks are also available. We sampled training cases from the distributions of the known networks. From each BN, 10 datasets were randomly sampled in each size of 1000, 2000, 5000, and 10000. The statistical quantities used here are the average over 10 runs of an algorithm on each sample size from the identical distribution of DAGs. The PC, TPDA, and CS algorithms generate the maximal distinguishable PDAG as mentioned in Section 2 · 3 · 2, which is also called a complete PDAG [Chickering 95 ], of the recovered DAGs, while the SC and MMHC algorithms provide a DAG. Then, we transform the DAG provided by the SC and MMHC into a complete PDAG using Chickering's algorithm [Chickering 95 errors represented extra (missing) edges that appeared in the recovered (true) graph but not in the true (recovered) graph. ED (MD) errors were due to edge directions that appeared in the recovered (true) graph but not in the true (recovered) graph. We also used the total directional errors (DE), DE = ED + MD + RD. SHD summed all five structural errors.
The simulation results are listed in Table 1 . The numerical values are 10 run-averaged ones relative to that of MMHC following the approach by Tsamardinos et al. and Yehezkel and Lerner [Tsamardinos 06, Yehezkel 09], and the bold numbers denote the best scores in each network and sample size as the results of two-sided t-tests with a significance level of 0.05 (then, multiple winners can exist unless significant differences are obtained). Values significantly smaller than 1.0 mean superiority over MMHC. As has been found in recent research, the hybrid (MMHC) method outperformed the PC and TPDA algorithms, which are CB methods. The CS algorithm, which is also a CB approach, is obviously superior to SC, PC, and TPDA for all networks and all sample sizes. In addition, the best 19 results in the 20 patterns of the experiment were provided by CS, while the best 13 results provided by MMHC meant that the CS algorithm was rarely outdone by MMHC and was often superior to MMHC in the experiment. As far as we know, few constraint-based algorithms have exhibited such effectiveness compared with MMHC by using averaged SHD for a broad range of sample sizes. * 3 Table 2 summarizes the number of CI tests performed by the CS and MMHC algorithms for a sample size of 10000 because the numbers monotonically increased for both algorithms and all networks. CS performed relatively fewer CI tests on average and had more stable numbers than MMHC did. Table 3 lists the normalized averages of running time on both algorithms for the same sample size, where averaged times were normalized by the shortest times in each algorithm to absorb the differences in programming languages in the algorithms. These timing results also demonstrate CS ran stably. The table also lists the raw data on running time in seconds as a reference without data input time in CS. The data were obtained under the following running conditions: OS: 64 bit Windows 7, CPU: Intel Core i7 870, 2.93 GHz, and RAM: 12.0 GB. The results indicated CS ran sufficiently fast. 
· 2 Experiments for Linear Gaussian SEMs
We also undertook the following simulations for the Gaussian case using a linear structural equation model (see Appendix C). As the CB approach could only be applied to models with continuous variables, we used the PC and TPDA implemented in the Causal Explorer algorithm library package. Fisher's Z tests were used for CI tests (see Section 2 · 3 · 1). The significance levels were 0.05 for PC and 0.01 for TPDA and CS, which are the default settings for PC and TPDA. Samples were generated from the Alarm network, whose coefficients were randomly generated from the uniform distribution from (-1.5,-0.5) ∪ (0.5,1.5). We applied the CS algorithm to construct a DAG for each of the three models with different coefficient sets, and then we compared them using SHD with the DAG obtained from the PC and TPDA algorithms. The averaged SHDs for each such model were calculated for 10 runs in each data set of 1000, 2000, 5000, and 10000 cases. The averaged SHDs were obtained in the same way as the discrete cases, which were normalized by those of PC. The results are listed in Table 4 , where the three different coefficient SEMs are denoted as Alarms 1, 2, and 3. CS obviously outperformed PC and TPDA because the SHDs of CS ranged from 0.3 to 0.5 against those of PC for each coefficient model and sample size, while the SHDs of TPDA were similar to those of PC.
· 3 Large Network-Tractability of CS
The CS algorithm does not seem suitable for causal discovery in systems with large numbers of variables due to its use of path-search algorithms as mentioned in Section 3 · 1. We investigated tractability in variable sizes with Alarm5, Munin, Hailfinder5, and Pigs datasets, which are all available from Tsamardinos et al.'s Web site: http:// www.dsl-lab.org /supplements /mmhc paper /mmhc index. html. The networks respectively had 185, 189, 280 and 441 variables and 265, 282, 458 and 592 edges. The processing time for Alarm5 ranged, in five runs, from 8.9 sec. to 10.1 sec. (ave.: 9.6 sec.) and for Hailfinder5 from 114 sec. to 189 sec. (ave.: 151 sec.) with the depthfirst path search algorithm for detecting V-structures for the 5000 samples in each network with the same computational conditions as in Section 4 · 1. However, the time for Munin ranged from 1 h. 59 min. to 2 h. 43 min. (ave.: 2 h. 17 min.) despite smaller numbers of variables and edges than those for Hailfinder5. The practical time complexity of CS thus did not simply depend on the numbers of variables and edges for large networks even though sparsity in causal structures was needed. The processes in the Pigs network remained unfinished within 24 h. for two of five datasets, and the time ranged from 7 h. to 20 h. 24 min. for the others. CS hence seemed to be able to handle 100 to 200 variables without having to make improvements to the V-structure-finding algorithm.
Related Work
Ramsey et al. decomposed the causal faithfulness condition into two conditions, which were called adjacency faithfulness and orientation faithfulness [Ramsey 06 ]. Adjacency faithfulness means that if two variables are adjacent, there are then not any separator sets for them. Orientation faithfulness means that two variables are conditionally independent given correct separator sets. Ramsey et al. assumed adjacency faithfulness and checked for violations of orientation faithfulness to robustly orient edges. However, the CS algorithm is proposed here to avoid errors in CI tests due to both kinds of violations of faithfulness.
Spirtes et al. discussed undirected paths required to contain separator sets for CI tests [Spirtes 00]. Our proposed constraint (i.e., MBCs) is thereby an extension of the condition on undirected paths to that on partially directed paths.
Two CB algorithms were recently proposed, which are both based on decomposing a graph to sub-graphs. The first is the Recursively Autonomy Identification (RAI) algorithm advocated by Yehezkel and Lerner [Yehezkel 09 ] who intended to avoid CI tests with large conditioning sets by decomposing a graph to sub-graphs. The method of decomposition hence seemed especially effective for large networks. The second recursive method was proposed by Xie and Geng [Xie 08 ]. Their algorithm depended rather on the assumption of correctness of CI tests because an edge between X and Y is removed if X and Y are conditionally independent given the set of all other variables. Therefore, their method seemed effective for parametric continuous variable systems because the number of parameters was generally much smaller than that of discrete variables. It may be effective to combine such decomposing algorithms with CS to obtain more accurate causal discovery algorithms. Table 4 Averaged normalized results of structural Hamming distance, which are normalized by dividing by corresponding value of PC algorithm for particular model for Alarms 1, 2, and 3 and sample size (N). Normalized value smaller than one means fewer structural errors in algorithm than PC. Bold numbers denote best scores as results of two-sided t-tests with significance level of 0.05. 
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Network
Conclusion
The constraint-based (CB) approach for causal models is dependent on the causal faithfulness condition (CFC), which states perfect correspondence of causal graphical representations with the causal Markov condition to conditional independence (CI) of probability distributions. However, the CB approach often suffers from many errors in CI tests. We regard that this is rather due to statistically weak violations of CFC. Thus, we focused on the problem and proposed an algorithm, which we call the Combining Stage (CS) algorithm. We defined the Minimal Blocker Conditions (MBCs) and the CS algorithm to avoid unnecessary CI tests that could be the source of errors by using MBCs. The MBCs also ensured the accuracy of CS under CFC. We also introduced unreliable directions to reduce direction errors due to the locality of CI tests.
In a comparative study using five repository datasets with 1000-10000 samples for discrete variables, the algorithm worked better in practice than the current prominent algorithms (PC, TPDA, and SC) and MMHC, which is a state-of-the-art algorithm, from the viewpoint of the numbers of best DAG-recovery results. In addition, as the number of CI tests was stably reduced and was smaller than that with MMHC on average, CS ran fast stably for datasets with several dozen variables. CS produced obviously better recovery results for linear Gaussian structural equation models (SEMs) with continuous variables than the PC and TPDA algorithms that were applied. These results demonstrate that avoiding CI tests and unreliable directions are useful for the CB approach.
